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ABSTRACT

The design of a gene delivery system requires a complete understanding 
of the interaction between targeting cell and delivery systems. The 
poly(cystaminebis- (acrylamide)-diaminohexane) (poly(CBA-DAH)) has been 
confirmed as a bio-reducible efficient delivery carrier among the various 
systems. Poly(ethylenimine) (PEI, 1.8 kDa) was conjugated to poly(CBA-DAH) 
via a disulfide bond. The PEI conjugated poly(CBA-DAH) (PCDP) was able to bind 
with pDNA at a very low molecular weight ratio and form the polyplexes with 
nano-size and positive surface charge. To confirm the transfection efficiency, 
the plasmid DNA encodes with the luciferase reporter gene and green 
fluorescent protein reporter gene have made to use a bio-reducible efficient 
gene delivery. The PCDP polyplexes show 10 times higher gene transfection 
efficiency than Lipofectamine® polyplexes in bio-mimic in vivo condition. It has 
been reviewed that the bio-reducible PEI(1.8kDa) conjugated poly(CBA-DAH) is 
finally concluded as an efficient gene delivery carrier.

Introduction
Gene therapy has used in the administration of genetic materials 

such as plasmid deoxyribonucleic acid (pDNA), messenger 
ribonucleic acid (mRNA), and small interfering ribonucleic acid 
(siRNA) into specific host cells for the treatment of acquired 
disorders1-3. The gene delivery systems consist of three components: 
i) a plasmid-based gene expression system that controls the function 
of a gene within the targeting cell, ii) a gene that encodes a specific
therapeutic protein, and iii) a gene delivery system that controls the
delivery of the gene expression plasmid to specific location within
the body4, 5.

The gene therapy had only focused on the inherited genetic 
disorders in the early days, however, it has recently applied to the 
different disorders including various forms of cancers, emphysema, 
diabetes, hemophilia, vascular diseases, some autosomal dominant 
and neurodegenerative disorders6, 7. Therefore, there are many 
different kinds of limitation in delivering each genetic materials. 
Actually, the genetic materials get the lowest cellular uptake 
efficiency due to their hydrophilic anionic charge density and 
susceptibility toward nuclease-mediated degradation8, 9. In order 
to solve the problems, the carriers as vectors should not degrade 
for genetic materials. Adenovirus, adeno-associated virus, herpes 
simplex virus, and lentivirus as viral vectors use as vehicle agents for 
efficient gene transfer. However, such viral vectors consist of serious 
problems concerned inflammation, immunogenicity, carcinogenicity 
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and inflammatory response10, 11. On the other hands, non-
viral vectors give a lower efficiency of gene transfection 
comparing viral vectors. Non-viral vectors are less toxic 
and immunogenic effects than viral vectors12, 13.

In our laboratory over the past decade, the various 
kinds of polycationic polymers for genetic materials have 
been synthesized and characterized to be evaluated their 
applications in this field14-16. The poly(ethylenimine)
(PEI) conjugated poly(crystamine bis(acrylamide)-
diaminohexane)[poly(CBA-DAH)] has been synthesized to 
decrease weight ratio and increase transfection efficiency. 
Poly(CBA-DAH) is composed of multiple disulfides, which 
can be cleaved in the cytoplasm by an intracellular reducing 
agent such as glutathione(GSH) 17-20.

The GSH is composed of triple-peptide, which is 
synthesized in the cytosol from precursor amino acids21.
The design of PEI-conjugated bio-reducible polymer for 
efficient gene delivery has investigated to confirm the 
successful vectors and polyplexes formation with pDNA. 
Poly(CBA-DAH) was characterized using the luciferase 
reporter gene (gWiz-Luc) and the green fluorescent protein 
(gWiz-GFP) 22-27. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
siRNA expressing plasmid (pshVEGF) as a therapeutic gene 
has been reviewed to investigate the therapeutic efficiency 
in various cancer cells.

PEI-conjugated bio-reducible polymers

Synthesis and characterization of poly(CBA-DAH)-
PEI (PCDP)

In order to increase the transfection efficiency and to 
decrease the weight ratio when the polyplexes formed with 
pDNA, a novel bio-reducible polymer with poly(CBA-DAH) 
and PEI(1.8 kDa) has been designed . PEI can introduce high 
binding ability with pDNA as well as enhanced endosome 
escape ability of pDNA from the polyplexes, leading 
to decreased weight ratio and increased transfection 
efficiency28, 29. In order to introduce the disulfide bond 
between poly(CBA-DAH) and PEI 1.8 kDa, Traut’s reagent 
and SPDP were used to synthesize. The conjugation ratios 
of sulfhydryl groups measured by Ellman’s reagent. Each 
reaction steps monitored by TLC. Poly(CBA-DAH)-PEI was 
made with different conjugation ratios of PEI such as 1, 4, 
and 8, to compare the effect of the conjugation ratio. In the 
case of conjugation ratio of 1, there was not a significant 
difference when compared to poly(CBA-DAH), and in the 
case of conjugation ratio of 8, it aggregated during the final 
step of the synthesis. Poly(CBA-DAH)-PEI with conjugation 
ratio of 4 for experiments can be confirmed its potential as a 
gene delivery carrier. The synthesis and conjugation ratios 
of poly(CBA-DAH)-PEI have been confirmed by 1H NMR. 
The poly(CBA-DAH) used as a backbone was characterized 
in the previous work16. The peak assignments of poly(CBA-
DAH), PEI 1.8 kDa, PEI 1.8 kDa, and PCDP were classified in 

the data. The proton peaks of poly(CBA-DAH) and PEI were 
shifted downfield due to steric hindrance caused by the 
conjugation between P(CBA-DAH) and PEI30. In addition, 
the conjugation ratio of PEI to the PCDP has been calculated 
by the ratio of the integration of the proton spectra peaks 
in poly(CBA-DAH)(-NCH2CH2 CH2 CH2-CH2CH2NH2) and 
CH2 of PEI. The 1H-NMR results show that the PCDP have 
successfully synthesized in the experiments. The 1H NMR 
spectra shows that PCDP were successfully synthesized 
from poly(CBA-DAH) and PEI 1.8kDa. 

Applications of PEI-conjugated bio-reducible polymers

Buffering capacity of PCDP

Poly(ethylenimine) consists of many nitrogen atoms 
including primary, secondary, and tertiary amine groups. 
Those amine groups are able to enhance their buffering 
capacities. Those cause the subsequent endosomal or 
lysosomal rupture, and escape into the cytoplasm via 
a proton sponge effect31, 32. PEI is able to provide some 
buffering capacity enhanced to the PCDP, leading to 
increase endosomal escape into the   cytoplasm. The other 
studies had also shown the enhanced buffering capacity 
such as imidazole, histidine, and PEI33-37. In the range of 
pH 3-10, the buffering capacity of PCDP has measured by 
acid-base titration assay, and then the acid-base titration 
curve has evaluated in the endosomal pH range from 5.1 
to 7.4. PCDP shows the increased buffering capacity more 
than that of poly(CBA-DAH). That is one of the evidences 
for PCDP, resulting more amino groups introduced to 
poly(CBA-DAH)-PEI. The results are supported that the 
buffering capacity enhanced may help the endosomal 
escape of the polyplexes.

in vitro transfection experiment

Both gWiz-Luc and gWiz-GFP genes had used to evaluate 
the gene transfection efficiency for PCDP, and then the 
polyplexes formed with PCDP. Including poly(CBA-DAH), 
Lipofectamine® and PEI 25kDa, the comparison groups 
has been also treated in various cancer cell lines1. The 
visualization of GFP expression for polymer/pDNA(gWiz-
GFP) are directly displayed. The GFP gene expression of 
PCDP polyplexes increases with increasing formation 
ratios of polyplexes ranging from 1 to 10(w/w ratio). 
The comparison of groups including poly(CBA-DAH), 
Lipofectamine® and PEI 25 kDa shows a similar tendency to 
GFP gene expression in all cell lines. The visualized GFP gene 
expression and the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) in the 
case of PCDP above 10w/w ratios show higher than those of 
other groups1. That might be due to the buffering capacity 
increased by PEI on poly(CBA-DAH). Therefore, poly(CBA-
DAH)-PEI[PCDP] shows the increased GFP gene expression 
efficiency. The efficiency of PCDP as a gene delivery system 
has obtained through the experiments of the cytotoxicity 
and cellular uptakes for PCDP/pDNA polyplexes.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/disulfide-bond
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/pharmacology-toxicology-and-pharmaceutical-science/gene-delivery
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Efficient Gene Delivery
Cytotoxicity of PCDP and PCDP/pDNA polyplexes

The cytotoxicity of PCDP and PCDO/pDNA has performed 
to confirm in A549, Huh-7, and MiaPaCa-2 cells by the MTT 
assay.1 As the concentration of the treated PCDP and PCDP/
pDNA was increased from 1 to 20μg /mL, the viability of cell 
was slightly decreased. On the other hand, the maximum 
amount of PCDP used to form the polyplexes with pDNA was 
10μg/mL and the viability of cell was above 90% except in 
Huh-7 cells. The viability of cell for PEI 25kDa as a comparison 
group decreased significantly with increasing concentration 
up to 20μg/mL. There is no considerable cytotoxicity because 
PCDP consists of disulfide and amide bonds.  Those degrade 
into non-toxic molecules in cells themselves38-41. The PCDP/
pDNA polyplexes have also observed for cytotoxicity. There is 
no considerable cytotoxicity at all for the formation ratios of 
polyplexes in the range of 1-20 w/w in all cell lines. On basis 
of the results for MTT assay, PCDP has no cytotoxicity. The 

results indicate that PCDP/pDNA might be safer than that of 
the other comparison groups as it uses to deliver pDNA.  

Cellular uptake of PCDP/pDNA polyplexes

The cellular uptakes of PCDP/pDNA polyplexes were 
investigated for the various ratios of molecular weight 
in the range from 1 to 20 by FAC scan analyzer in the 
various lines of cancer cells. Poly(CBA-DAH), PEI 25kDa, 
and Lipofectamin® had also used as comparison groups 
with the formed polyplexes at optimized weight ratios of 
1, 2 and 40 based on pDNA(1μg), respectively. The cellular 
uptake efficiency of PCDP polyplexes shows low at the 
ratio of molecular weight of 1 and 5. However, it shows 
almost similar efficiency at the ratios of molecular weights 
for 10 and more in the lines of cells. In order to compare 
with the controlled groups, the cellular uptake efficiency of 
PCDP polyplexes at a molecular weight ratio of 10 and 15 
displayed. As shown in Figure 1, PCDP polyplexes display 
a similar cellar uptake and quantified cellular uptake (%) 

Figure 1: Cellular uptake of polyplexes in (A) A549, (B) Huh-7, and (C) Mia PaCa-2 cells. The YOYO-1 stained pDNA were formed 
the polyplexes with PCDP, poly(CBA-DAH), PEI 25 kDa, and Lipofectamine® at weight ratio based on pDNA (1 μg), respectively. 
(D) The cellular uptake % of quantification of cell internalization measured by FACs. Results are represented as mean ± SD.
(n = 3). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 versus PEI 25 kDa.
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with PEI 25kDa polyplexes in all cell lines. Those show 
better results than that of Lipofectamine® except that 
of A549 cells. All of the polymers tested are able to form 
polyplexes with a positive surface charge in nano-particle. 
The zeta potentials are in the range of 27-34 mV for PCDP 
in 102-128 nm particle sizes. The zeta potentials and 
particle sizes are 22mV and 120nm for PEI 25 kDa, 40mV 
and <200nm for poly(CBA-DAH)14,16, 38mV and 150nm for 
Lipofectamine®42,repectively. Poly(CBA-DAH) polyplexes 
are showed a highest cellular uptake efficiency in all cell 
lines. The results are due to the highest positive charge 
density as well as surface hydrophobicity. The cellular 
uptake has affected by particle size, the hydrophobicity of 
surface, and the shape of materials43.

VEGF silencing and cancer cell growth inhibition 
efficiency of PCDP/pshVEGF

The VEGF siRNA expressing plasmid (pshVEGF) has 
constructed to inhibit VEGF expression of cancer cells and to 
express VEGF siRNA longer than directly delivering siRNA 
via methods mentioned above from previous works44. VEGF 
is a signal protein produced by cells that stimulates vasculo-
genesis and angiogenesis. The cancer cells can express 
VEGF, leading to the growth and metastasis of tumor via 
angiogenesis. Therefore, the disabling VEGF receptor 
function and inhibiting VEGF expression have used as a 
strategy to inhibit tumor growth and metastasis44-46. As 
shown in Figure 2, PEI-conjugated bio-reducible polymer 

(PCDP) reacts with genetic materials such as pDNA(GFP) 
and pshRNA (VEGF) to give the results(upper; bottom). The 
upper photos shows the monitored pictures by fluorescent 
microscopy GFP expression of polyplexes against A549, 
Huh-7, and Mia PaCa-2 cells for 48hrs, respectively. The 
bottom figures show the weight ratios based on VEGF 
expression (% of control) for control, PCDP, Poly(CBA-
DAH), PEI 25kDa and Lipofectamine®, respectively.

The result indicates that the VEGF gene silencing by 
PCDP/pshVEGF polyplexes indirectly inhibits the cell 
proliferation and growth rates. The comparison groups, 
which used pshVEGF, show the decreased cell viability 
values than that of PCDP polyplexes. 

In vivo study

As shown in Figure 3, the VEGF gene expressions in 
relation with gene silencing efficiency have measured 
by human VEGF ELISA. The cells were transfected by the 
polymers of pshVEGF. The VEGF expressions of PCDP 
polyplexes   decreased dramatically at a weight ratio of 10 
and 15. On the other hands, the others between the weight 
ratio of 10 and 15 are almost similar values. In addition, 
VEGF expressions (% of control) for the PCDP are lower 
values of VEGF expression than those of PEI 25 kDa, 
Lipofectamine®, and poly(CBA-DAH), respectively. These 
results are consistency in the efficiency of transfection 
assay using gWiz-GFP and gWiz-GFP. Comparing with 

Figure 2: The results of PEI-conjugated bio-reducible polymer (PCDP) with genetic materials; (a) pDNA(GFP) and (b) pshRNA(VEGF) show 
A549, Huh 7, MIA PaCa-2, and diagrams in the right sides.
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control cells non-treated, the gene silencing efficiency 
of PCDP polyplexes are shown on 54%, 77%, and 
66%(w/w:10), and 55%, 78%, and 65%(w/w: 15) 
reduction of VEGF levels in A549, Huh-7, and MiaPaCa-2 
cells, respectively.  

The cell viabilities of PCDP polyplexes decrease from 
95% (formed with gWiz-Luc) to 60% (formed with 
pshVEGF) as shown in Figure 3(B) and Figure 3(C). The 
results indicate that the VEGF gene silencing inhibits the cell 
proliferation indirectly. Comparing with the control groups 
used pshVEGF, they showed the cell viability decreased and 
lower than that of PCDP polyplexes. The reduced rates of cell 
viability associated with the results both gWiz and pshVEGF 
are 31%, 39%, and 42%(PCDP, w/w: 10), 35%, 36%, and 
40%(PCDP, w/w: 15), 17%, 14%, and 12% [poly(CBA-
DAH)], 12%, 21%, and 6% (PEI 25kDa), and 15%, 20%, and 
13% (Lupofectamine®) in A549, Huh-7, and MiaPaCa-2 cell, 
respectively. The PCDP polyplexes result in similar values 
with weight ratios (10 and 15) in all experiments and the 
optimal value of weight ratio is ten. 

Conclusion
 The design and synthesis of polymers for gene delivery 

systems have made over the past decade in our laboratory. 
Up to date, the PEI-conjugated bio-reducible polymers such 
as PCDP and poly(CBA-DAH) exhibit good candidate for 
the application of gene delivery. The VEGF gene silencing 
by PCDP/pshVEGF polyplexes indirectly inhibits the cell 
proliferation and growth rates. In the comparison with 
other groups used pshVEGF, they show the decreased cell 
viability values than that of PCDP polyplexes. PEI has many 
nitrogen atoms including primary, secondary and tertiary 
amine group that is able to increase binding affinity with 
pDNA, siRNA and mRNA. Those are stimulated to provide 
buffering capacity and positive charge to the polyplexes. 
The efficiency of PCDP for gene delivery is better than that 
of Lipofectamine® or poly(CBA-DAH). In the results of the 
VEGF expression, PCDP for A549, Huh-7, and MiaPaCa-2 
cells is better than that of the other products tested. It has 
concluded that the PEI(1.8kDa)-PCDP synthesized in our 
laboratory is one of the good candidates as a pDNA, siRNA, 
and mRNA carrier for efficient gene delivery systems.

Figure 3: The down regulation of VEGF expression using pshVE delivery into the cancer cells for 48hrs by polyplexes. The VEGF epression 
measured by human VEGF ELISA kit. (A) Quantification of down regulated VEGF expression shown by relative VEGF expression percent 
(%). Relative VEGF expression (%) = Amount of VEGF (Treated)/Amount of VEGF (Control) x 100. (B) Cell growth inhibition of polymers with 
gWiz-Luc; (C) shVEGF polyplexes measured by MTT assay.  
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